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April is what the Aborigines in the Top End call knock 
’em down season. Sudden thunderstorms flatten the 

thickets of spear grass, billabongs start to fill up again and 
the crocodiles get snappy. And so it is today. Right now it 
is raining so hard that even the soil is bleeding.

The rain gives my wrist gyp, and here in Katherine 
Gorge that means pretty much six months of gyp per year. 
I have Gerald Longman to thank for that, and a few other 
things too. Poor old Gerald. Every April I think of him and 
wonder how he’s doing. I’ll never forget the day he first 
came here, right in the middle of the knock ’em downs. He 
knocked us down, all right.

At the time I was chief ranger at the Nitmiluk Park 
centre at Katherine Gorge. Peter Cunningham, master 
of all I surveyed. Then one afternoon this tall, pale bloke 
stumbles in. He virtually collapses over the information 
counter, his blotchy moon face dripping rain and sweat 
everywhere. He can hardly breathe it out: ‘Amanda…my 
wife…has been taken…by a crocodile.’

Bullshit, of course. If this was Mary River, definitely. 
No trouble believing that. Kakadu, okay. Darwin Harbour 
even. But down here? Nah, not in the last seventy years. 
Course you can’t say that to him. So I just look at him. Big 
eyes, a rope of gob hanging down his shirt front. A child’s 
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red lips and wavy hair. I thinks to myself I’ve discovered a 
superannuated cherub. And he’s scared shitless.

I ask him some questions, and then I notice he’s 
quivering like a jelly. ‘You better come in the back to dry 
off,’ I says.

My deputy, Pauline Bateson, is on the phone in the office, 
oblivious to what’s happening. I get Longman a towel and 
put the kettle on for a cuppa. Longman says his wife had 
been swimming at the end of Butterfly Gorge where it 
joins the main gorge. The croc, he says, exploded onto the 
surface from nowhere and dragged her under. He called 
frantically, watching the diminishing trail of bubbles, but 
never saw her again. It took him an hour running to get 
back. Not bad going I reckon. Suddenly I’m starting to 
believe him.

Katherine Gorge is full of freshwater crocodiles, 
harmless fish eaters. What he had described was an 
estuarine or saltwater crocodile. Salties can grow to 
six metres and almost a tonne, in my book the largest 
combination of teeth and trousers on earth. Luckily, we 
don’t get ’em in Katherine Gorge. Or so we all thought. For 
Amanda Longman it would have been a horrible death, but 
a quick one. A saltie’s jaws bang shut at five tonnes pressure 
per square inch. That’s mathematics, but what’s it feel like? 
Imagine an elephant wearing stilettos standing on your big 
toe, that’s for one tooth. So then multiply it by about fifty. 
It hurts like you don’t ever forget, trust me.

I’ve seen a saltie playing with an oil drum. In three 
chomps it was as flat as a dustbin lid. It ain’t all raw power 
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either, there’s stealth too. They can lie for an hour in two 
feet of water without exhaling a single bubble, waiting 
for the moment. An organ along the scales in their snout 
senses movement and vibration, even onshore. They can 
lunge two metres or more in the air if the water is deep 
enough. Fossils of big crocs show today’s salties are 
virtually unchanged from 200 million years ago. As far as 
killing was concerned they were already perfect.

I got on the radio to my mate Tony Yurmikmik, our 
croc surveyor and as sharp a ranger as ever there was. His 
ancestors lived up in Arnhem Land for twenty thousand 
years before our lot arrived. They knew all about salties. 
You can even see ’em painted on the walls of the caves 
around the gorge.

‘Tony? Peter here. We got a crocodile attack reported on 
the south shore by Butterfly Gorge, over.’ There is a breathy 
burst of static. Tony is as surprised as I am. ‘Saltie attack?’

‘Yeah. Reportedly fatal. Put the boat on the trailer and 
fill it with all the gear. I’ll come over in the truck and pick 
it up as soon as I’ve called the police. Over.’

‘Righto. Over.’
The contingency plan had never been needed, but it is 

simple enough. Get the cops, cancel the canoeing, stop 
the swimming and alert all the other rangers. There is 
no tearing hurry. Salties only need a big meal every three 
months. As I give Gerald a mug of tea he puts down a small 
purple rucksack which he had been clasping tightly. He 
sees me staring at it.

‘Amanda’s clothes,’ he croaks.
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I nod. It is eleven in the morning and there is no comfort 
to offer. Just the wait until the coppers arrive from town. I 
go off in the truck.

* * *

It’s sunny and thirty-eight degrees outside the air-
conditioned delight of my Land Cruiser. The rain is 
steaming off the tarmac like olive oil chucked on a hot 
barbie.

Poor Gerald, the classic dull pommie. Building Society 
manager from Surrey. Worst torment in life was probably 
rush hour on the M25. Kids grown up, gone to university, 
so he gives up on the annual caravan trip to North Wales. 
Takes the wife on a trip of a lifetime. Snag: wife gets eaten. 
No longer boring, are you Gerald? This is what I think as 
I see a woman at a bus stop in the middle of nowhere. So 
I pull over.

‘G’day. Can I give you a lift?’ I smile. She’s a classic 
Scandiwegian or Kraut backpacker. Just arrived I guess, 
because she’s pale as a lily. Little wire-rimmed glasses, 
short dark hair, no make-up, and tattoos on her shoulders. 
Nice curvy bod though, under the drenched singlet and 
sopping shorts.

‘It’s okay, I’ll catch the bus,’ she says in that I-know-your-
sort you lecherous-bastard kind of way.

‘You got a tent then? Next bus is…’ I look at my watch, 
‘about half past May. Dry season service only.’ I point to the 
peeling notice attached to the rusting pole. ‘We’re wet for 
another two weeks.’
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She squints at the notice then at me, suspiciously. I point 
to the crest on the door. ‘I’m the chief ranger at Nitmiluk.’ 
And you’ll be safe with me, darling.

I open the door and she jumps in like a wet puppy. 
‘Thank you. I’ve already been waiting more than an hour.’

‘I’ll have you in town in a jiffy. I’m Peter Cunningham.’ 
And watch out, I’m divorced and dangerous. She doesn’t 
tell me her name.

‘Where’re you staying?’ I ask.
Again she gives me the schoolmarm look. ‘You can 

drop me by the Post Office in town, thanks.’ She’s got lovely 
brown eyes, but round ’em are a few nice little wrinkles. 
She’s a good ten years older than she dresses.

‘I thought you were from Denmark or somewhere, but 
you’re English aintcha?’

‘Sort of. My father’s British.’
She’s got a couple of shiny pink flecks on her eyelids, 

like she was dolled up last night. Then I notice something 
strange. Sweat has trickled through her lovely dark 
eyebrows, smudging the colour. Underneath they’re blonde. 
She sees me looking and turns away. She sorts through this 
little nylon day pack until she finds a make-up mirror. 

‘I got drenched earlier,’ she says. ‘I must look a right 
mess.’ She gives a little start when she sees herself.

‘Nah. You look fine,’ I say. But it sets me wondering.

* * *

It’s late afternoon when Tony and I get out into the gorge. 
Warm rain pelts our faces as the inflatable gets up to speed. 
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The water is two hundred metres wide here and sheer 
cliffs rise high on either side, almost into the heavy clouds. 
Stands of scribbly gum and paperbark trees line the sandy 
banks, their lower branches heavy with weed and twigs 
from the floods earlier in the season.

The entrance to Butterfly Gorge is a narrow sandy 
bank leading to a long fissure in the cliffs. We peer into 
the slanting shadows. From here it is a six kilometre walk 
back to the information centre through rain forest filled 
with serrated pandanus palm, scratchy pink hibiscus, and 
branches swarming with nasty green tree ants.

‘There are some footprints on the bank,’ Tony says. The 
rain-pocked sand is crowded with boot marks. We feel the 
extent of Longman’s panic, the running up and down, the 
yelling. Helpless while his wife died in agony. I turn off the 
engine and paddle the boat in. Now we can examine the 
shallows without clouding the water.

Tony pulls his long dark hair into a ponytail and peers 
into the water. He is looking for footprints, indentations 
in the rippled sand. Maybe shreds of bathing costume, 
jewellery or hair clips that may have come off during the 
struggle. Ain’t nothing. Tony points to a jumble of fallen 
logs jammed among the mangroves, and I paddle over to 
them. Tony pokes under each log with a pole, disturbs a 
few fish and a frog. No crocodiles, and no leftovers.

‘This is pretty strange, Peter,’ Tony says. ‘There should be 
something here. Crocs ain’t normally so damn tidy.’

* * *
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‘We started out at six that morning. I drove the camper 
down to the gorge, parked outside the centre and we came 
for a map.’

‘At what time was that?’ asks Inspector Flynn, his untidy 
longhand snaking over his report form.

‘Um, about seven I suppose. I think the centre had only 
just opened,’ Gerald replies. ‘We asked the ranger for a 
map…’

‘Which ranger?’ Flynn looks up, his pale blue eyes 
intense.

‘It was me,’ says Pauline. ‘I remember them.’
‘Good, good,’ says Flynn, returning to his writing. ‘Go on.’
‘So we got the map and decided to go for Butterfly Gorge.’
‘Why did you chose that walk?’ Flynn asks.
‘It seemed the right distance for us, about a twelve 

kilometre round trip. And we like butterflies.’
‘Did you meet anyone on the walk?’
‘No. We were quite pleased about that because it seemed 

so adventurous.’
‘I know this will be painful for you, but I want you to tell 

me about the attack, every detail that you can remember, 
starting with the time you reached the water’s edge,’ Flynn 
says.

Gerald screws his face up, as if in pain. ‘We walked for 
about two and a half hours so it would have been…it would 
have been about nine-thirty when we reached the water.’

‘Did you look at your watch?’
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‘No, I didn’t. Not at that point. I’d looked earlier and 
satisfied myself we were matching the expected time given 
on the walk sheet.’

‘Go on.’
‘So we were both boiling hot and drenched in sweat. 

Amanda said she was going swimming, and stripped off.’
‘You know swimming is banned from October until 

May,’ Tony says. ‘There’s signs on all the notice boards.’
‘Yes I know,’ Longman says wearily. ‘I told her. But she 

believed it was just a bureaucratic precaution. She insisted 
that if dangerous crocodiles were really around they 
wouldn’t let people go canoeing.’

Flynn looks at me, and I shrug. She was right.
‘We were incredibly hot,’ Longman says. ‘And the water 

did look enticing.’
‘Was she wearing swimmers, Gerald?’
‘A bathing suit? No. It’s still here,’ he gestures to the small 

rucksack. ‘As there was no-one around she didn’t see any 
point in putting it on. Anyway she jumped in the water, 
and splashed about for a while.’

‘Did you join her?’
‘No. I can’t swim. I was thinking about having a paddle, 

but I hadn’t decided.’ He rubs his large pasty hands across 
his face.

‘What happened then?’
‘She had been ploughing up and down for about five 

minutes when I heard her shriek that there was something 
in the water.’

‘What did she say exactly?’
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‘Something like, “There’s something here”.’
‘Did you see anything?’
‘Not at first. I had been reading the walking guide, and 

when I looked up, I just saw Amanda heading for shore as 
fast as she could.’ He paused. Only a slight disturbance of 
his lower lip betrayed his emotions.

‘Take your time, Gerald.’
‘Then…this huge head appeared…from nowhere really, 

seized her round the  waist. I saw her face, and it was just…
mute surprise. Then it dragged her under.’ His Adam’s 
apple bobs like it too may be pulled under.

‘Now this might sound stupid, but are you absolutely 
sure it was a crocodile?’ Flynn asks. ‘Not an underwater 
rope she got snagged on, or a floating log she banged her 
head on while flailing about. Maybe a big barramundi that 
frightened her?’

Gerald says in his best no-you-can’t-have-a-mortgage 
Surrey voice: ‘Inspector, I do know what a crocodile looks 
like.’

Pauline grabs a packet of cigarettes, gets up quietly 
and leaves the room. Tony watches the floor intently. I’m 
mesmerised by the staccato click of Flynn’s ballpoint as it 
moves from line to line.

‘Okay, fine.’ Flynn puts down his pen and steeples his 
hands. ‘Can you describe the crocodile?’

‘Describe it?’
‘Sorry,’ Flynn permits himself a slight but insensitive 

smirk. ‘I don’t mean whether it had a moustache and 
was wearing a trilby, I’m not going to show you a book of 
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wanted reptilians. We’ve been assuming it was a saltwater 
crocodile, but I want to be sure.’

Tony Yurmikmik’s dark eyes flick up, narrowed. ‘Gotta 
be a saltie, Mr Flynn. Freshies eat fish and insects. They 
don’t ever take humans.’

‘How can you be so sure?’ Flynn retorts.
Tony points to a filing cabinet. ‘I’ve got ninety-three 

documented crocodile attacks in the Northern Territories 
going back to 1871 to back me up.’

‘And I suppose,’ said Flynn, ‘that with today’s incident, 
and even without further checking, you are going to say 
you have ninety-four to back you up.’

Tony shrugs and looks at me. ‘I’m not saying we 
shouldn’t check.’

‘Good. That’s all I’m asking.’ Flynn turns back to 
Longman. ‘So Gerald, can you say whether the crocodile 
had a narrow snout or a wide one?’

Longman exhales. ‘To be honest I don’t know.’
‘Did you see how long the croc was?’ Tony asks.
‘I only saw the head.’
‘And was the head this long?’ Tony holds his arms like 

a fisherman with a prize trout, then expanded them to 
salmon-sized. ‘Or was it this big?’

‘The bigger end, I’d say.’
Flynn looks questioningly at Tony.
‘Jaws longer than this, we’re talking about one big croc. 

Five metres maybe.’
‘Make it a saltie, would it?’ Flynn asks.
‘Yeah! Bigger saltie than we ever had here,’ Tony says.
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‘His wife’s dead, matey. I think we can save the Guinness 
Book of World Records for later,’ Flynn says. He turns to 
Gerald. ‘Do you have both passports with you?’

From the rucksack Longman produces a tatty bundle 
of papers tightly bound in an elastic band: airline tickets, 
travel insurance and two passports. Flynn checks them 
over. Gerald is frowning behind big specs in his passport 
photo, but it’s clear who it is. The other he goes through 
carefully. Amanda Cecile Longman, date of birth 22 May 
1959. A round face, and wavy fair hair. She’s looking straight 
at the camera, eyes wide as if in the photo booth she felt a 
premonition of death.

Flynn looks up. ‘How long had you been married, Mr 
Longman?’

Gerald flinches at the past tense. ‘Twenty-eight years, 
come July.’

‘You understand we will need to file a report to the 
British police. And crocodiles always bring media interest. 
You would be well advised to inform relatives immediately, 
you don’t want them finding out from the newspapers.’

Gerald nods.
‘That’s all for now.’ Flynn says. ‘Thank you for your 

help, and my deepest condolences to you and your family. 
I imagine you will want to go home as soon as we have 
recovered your wife’s body.’

Longman looks startled.
Flynn smiles grimly. ‘It’s a bit grisly, but I’m told that 

crocodiles rarely eat much of their victims immediately. 
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They leave them to, er, marinate for a while, isn’t that right 
Peter?’

I agree. ‘They tend to lodge them underwater, under a 
rock or a sunken log. We should be able to find her.’

Longman doesn’t stay to hear. He rushes outside with 
his hand over his mouth. I close the door but we still hear 
coughing and retching, even over the drone of the air 
conditioning.

* * *

The damp heat of the veranda is welcome relief. Pauline is 
smoking a cigarette and gazing over the Katherine River 
while rain machine-guns the roof. Inspector Flynn has 
returned to town, Gerald Longman to his camper van. Yet 
somehow I already know nothing here will be the same. 
We are all affected. Somewhere out there, stuffed under a 
log, an Englishwoman’s body is rotting.

Her death is going to bring an unwelcome notoriety to 
the gorge. Everyone wanting to visit the spot where she 
died, to photograph the beach where she left her clothes. 
There are more immediate practical problems too. The 
dry season starts soon. Visitor numbers will start to climb. 
Parks management will want canoeing to resume as soon 
as possible. I have to find that saltie, and fast.

I turn to Pauline. ‘You met Mrs Longman this morning 
didn’t you?’

‘I did.’ Pauline blows a long blast of smoke out of the 
corner of her mouth and stubs out the cigarette on the 
wooden railing.
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‘What was she like?’
‘Hard to say. She never said a word. He asked dozens of 

questions about the walk, but all she did was examine her 
nail varnish. She wasn’t a typical walker, that’s for certain.’

‘No?’
‘She had this immaculate wavy hairdo, leopard-skin 

scarf, and big sunglasses, like she was trying to be Jackie 
O. No boots, just thin sandals. I’m surprised she made it as 
far as the water.’

‘He didn’t look the outdoor type either,’ I say.
‘Except they must have been eager. They were the first 

people in when the doors opened.’
Walkers are always reminded to go early before the heat 

builds up, but we had a joke that it was only the Germans 
that manage to get to the centre before eight.

‘I can’t imagine her skinny-dipping,’ I say.
Pauline laughs. ‘You, having trouble imagining a woman 

naked? Go on!’

* * *

I drive into town. Something is rolling on the truck floor 
every time I brake or accelerate. When I stop I find some 
stuff under the passenger mat: a bottle of nail varnish and 
a one-way air ticket from Darwin to London. It’s for a Ms 
T. Halloran, and departs in three days. Now I’ve got an 
excuse to be a stickybeak. I just wish she’d told me where 
she was staying.

* * *
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There is only one way to look for crocs: at night, from a 
small, quiet boat, with a powerful light and someone who 
can count. Tonight is my first survey for a year and I’m two 
hours late meeting Tony, but the thrill comes back with 
the same intensity as the whine of the mosquitoes dancing 
around my ears.

Once tranquilised even quite large crocs can be towed 
by a boat, you just got to keep the jaws out of the water 
so they don’t drown. If a saltie has been causing problems 
in a populated area the usual policy is to truck them 
somewhere in the backwater country where they’ll do no 
harm. In this case we’ll take the beastie to a crocodile farm 
first until the coroner decides whether he wants to look 
inside him for the remains of Amanda Longman. That is 
the plan. In the meantime we have to catch our croc, and 
we don’t know where he is.

For two hours Tony and I only see freshies. Salties can 
only get down here from the coast in the wet season when 
the rapids are flooded out. Even then we don’t get a lot 
because the gorge is a couple of hundred kilometres from 
the coast. That’s how we like it. Salties eat anything, and a 
big one isn’t above flipping a boat if he thinks it’s worth his 
while.

I drive the boat slowly, hiding us under the branches of 
a mangrove while Tony shines the light onto a sandbank. 
A few freshies slide into the water. There is a big splash 
beyond, and we see two freshies skedaddling out of the way. 
Tony is leaning way forward on the boat, peering under the 
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branches, the torch in his hands, just a few inches above 
the water. A flash of eyes, something submerges.

‘Saltie?’ I whisper.
‘No. Big freshie. There’s something else though.’ He 

shines the torch into the water, and gestures to me to shut 
the engine. The buzz of cicadas is overwhelming. He takes 
the pole and gently prods it into the water.

* * *

I had found her without too much trouble. She was staying 
at the large and dilapidated Katherine Park Motel. The 
bloke behind the desk said she was in room 112 and had 
arrived that day. He tried her number but the line was busy. 
I tapped the ticket against my hand. I had ninety minutes 
before meeting Tony for the croc hunt. It would make 
sense to leave it with the receptionist. Instead something 
made me head off down the drab corridor, stroking my 
stubble, hoping I looked my best. At the stained plywood 
door I stopped, knuckles midair ready to knock. I could 
hear her on the phone.

‘…it took me ages to get out of there because there aren’t 
any buses. No, not until May apparently. I had to get a lift. 
What? No, with a ranger…Um.’ She laughed. ‘A beer belly, 
balding, with wandering eyes.’

Her voice became testy. ‘Yes, I know. Well what could I 
do? I couldn’t bloody walk, could I Gerald?’

She went quiet for a long time.
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‘You mean they hope to find the body? Oh no. But why 
don’t crocodiles eat…I mean wasn’t that the whole point, 
that there couldn’t be one?’

* * *

Two eyes appear on the surface, reflecting white in the 
beam where the vertical reptilian pupils expanded to suck 
in the darkness. I hold my breath as Tony carefully moves 
the pole back from behind the paperbark log. Something 
had scattered the freshies, and it wasn’t us. Only one pair 
of eyes remain in the pool, and they are a good fifteen 
centimetres apart. It has to be a saltie, and a big one too.

The eyes disappear. A tiny ripple edges towards the boat. 
Tony sits back hard. ‘He’s under us. Get us out of here!’

I kick the engine into life and max the throttle in reverse. 
There is a bump as the engine whines and thrashes the 
water. Then we are moving, branches flogging our backs, 
snagging our clothing. In a few seconds we are out of 
the mangroves, into the main flow of the river. I cut the 
engine and Tony swings the light. There is nothing except 
the faint ripple of our own wake heading back towards the 
mangrove pool.

‘We’ve got to get him,’ Tony says, stuffing his long hair 
back under his baseball cap. ‘He could be anywhere by 
tomorrow morning.’ I prime the gas-powered harpoon 
gun and load an eight-centimetre tranquiliser dart. This is 
capable of penetrating even the thickest crocodile armour, 
if we can get close enough to use it.
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We moor the boat to a branch near the mangrove pool, 
turn off the light and lie down to wait. The only sounds are 
the rhythmic rasp of cicadas and the occasional soft curse 
and slap as we retaliate against the mosquitoes.

Tony taps my arm. He points out towards the pool. I 
can hear the rustle of leaves; not the quick flick of a lizard 
or platypus, but a slow substantial displacement of foliage 
as something heavy heaves itself out of the dark water ten 
metres away. I undo the mooring and paddle forward, the 
harpoon cocked on my lap. Tony flicks on the light. He 
inhales sharply. Four and a half metres of male saltwater 
crocodile is lying on a log on the far side of the pool, 
looking right back at us. I paddle a little nearer. I need to 
get a closer shot. The croc raises his glossy leather bulk on 
his front legs, and flicks his huge tail. Carved into the thick 
scales on his flank are parallel white scars, vestiges of a 
territorial scrap or boat propeller.

I stow the paddle and aim the harpoon. Before I can 
pull the trigger the saltie leaps into the water. The wash 
sweeps over the edge of the boat. The light beam arcs into 
the air like a searchlight. For a moment I can’t see anything. 
A heavy thump from below bucks the boat. I pitch forward 
and discharge the harpoon somewhere into the night. Tony 
stumbles across me reaching for the engine but kicks the 
paddle overboard. I grab for the sound of the splash with 
my left arm, and find the paddle blade. Then something 
huge, blacker than the night, rises from the water. The 
paddle is gone, torn from my grasp. I screech as the sinews 
and tendons in my wrist are jerked to breaking point. We 
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both hear the pop as its jaws close, violently expelling foul-
smelling air into my face. Relieved at a lucky escape I pull 
my hand back.

I stare but I don’t recognise it. My wrist is attached 
to a triangular chunk of flesh, with just a pinkie atop it, 
pointing the blame somewhere out into the night. Thumb, 
three fingers and half the palm are gone. A nub of bone 
protrudes where my middle finger was, and a blob of flesh 
is flapping against my knuckles, suspended by a single 
cord of gristle. Furious that I agreed to play this charade, I 
tear it off and throw it out into the water. And then I wait 
for the pain to begin.

* * *

You see I finally knocked on that door. She got off the 
phone in a hurry and asked through the door who was 
there. Our faces were two inches apart, separated by two 
sheets of chipped plywood.

‘It’s Peter Cunningham. Remember? The ranger with a 
beer belly. I’ve got your air ticket. You dropped it in my 
truck.’

I could hear the catch in her throat. I heard scrabbling 
through her bags until the long sigh of confirmation. The 
bitch never trusted a word I said. She unlocked the door 
but only opened it an inch.

‘Thank you. That was very kind.’ She held out her hand.
‘Why are you pretending to be dead, Amanda? Is it the 

life insurance?’ I keep the ticket out of reach.
She tries to close the door, but my foot is in the way.
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‘Be a sport, Amanda. Open the door. You’ll never get 
home without your ticket.’

‘Then give it to me! And stop calling me Amanda.’
‘Alright then. Can I call you Mrs Longman?’
‘I’m going to call the police if you don’t go away,’ she 

hissed.
‘Go on then.’
I waited through five minutes of silence before she 

opened the door to me. ‘You’d better come in then,’ she 
said, closing it behind me.

* * *

So we see in the papers that poor Gerald goes home, to the 
sympathy and pain of bereavement, the big funeral and the 
comforts of the insurance money, which I suppose is the 
reason they did it. I am actually quite impressed with all 
the trouble they had taken. The Tanya Halloran passport 
for the return trip to London, the British bank accounts, 
driving licences and credit cards already set up in her name, 
to prop up the alias. I imagine that Gerald must have a 
puzzled expression on his face a lot of the time while he 
waits for her. They had planned to start a new life, probably 
in Ireland or Scotland, somewhere too far for visitors to 
drop in unannounced.

Amanda and I laugh about that a lot. She stayed here, 
kept her new persona, and with her ATM card emptied 
the account Gerald had stashed away for them. With all 
that and my disability pay off we move up to Darwin. Like 
Amanda says, a beer-bellied ranger isn’t so bad when the 
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alternative is a jail sentence for fraud. I’m pleased she 
doesn’t see it as blackmail. Maybe she feels guilty about the 
hand. After all, she knows I can still point the finger, even 
if it’s the only one left.

* * *

She likes to get the British papers, out of nostalgia. She’s 
out this morning, so I pick one up for her. I run back 
through the belting rain to the truck and sit in the cab 
under a thundering roof. I open up the Telegraph and there 
is his round, anxious, cherubic face on page five. Gerald 
Longman, in police custody. Here’s another picture. His 
big house in Hersham, with police tape all around, coppers 
with spades and a digger in the background. I scan the 
text. Human remains found in the garden. Dental records 
match those of Mrs Amanda Longman, who last year was 
reported to have been eaten by a crocodile in Australia. 
Police are also anxious for the safety of another employee 
of the building society, who was last seen a year ago. She is 
believed to have been Longman’s mistress.

Her name is Tanya Halloran.

* * *

I was wrong about so much. The saltie, that Tony eventually 
captured while I was in hospital, was never guilty of 
munching anyone. It got released on Mary River a month 
later. I thought I’d got the real Amanda, a woman who was 
no more than a fraudster, but I was wrong there too. Tanya, 
happy to lie to me until she figured out what to do with 
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her life, never thought the British bobbies would come 
after her. And it was only after they took her away, during 
the trial at London’s Old Bailey another year later, that I 
read that it was Tanya, my little Amanda, who had actually 
stabbed and killed Longman’s wife.

I suppose I was lucky enough just to lose a few fingers 
and a thumb, and shed a few crocodile tears for the woman 
who got away from me.
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